Based on matured database technology the paper pro vides new insights into efficient ways to evaluate recursive deduction rules. We show how the forward chaining approach to deduction can flexibly be mar ried with goal-directed aspects of best/easiest first strategies. from the natural fixpoint seman tics of recursion we develop generally applicable differential iteration schemes that efficiently com pute the fixpoint. Surprisingly the well-known Warshall-algorithm gets disclosed as a descendant of this class of algorithms. Performance measurements suggest the former as well as systolic Ll.-algorithms with linear fixpoint equation as candidates for incorporating a transitive closure operator in data bases. As a next important step towards integration of database technology and logic programming we sug gest to profit from the standard features of con currency control and transaction management by effectively using them for the synchronization of parallel deductions.
Based on matured database technology the paper pro vides new insights into efficient ways to evaluate recursive deduction rules. We show how the forward chaining approach to deduction can flexibly be mar 
Introduction
Logic programming with Horn clauses provides a powerful specification tool that is known to have also an operational interpretation and thus can be used as an executable specification language 22. Historically, the first implemen tation efforts were undertaken for Prolog(see, e.g. , 11 ), following the interpretative approach 1 4 with a theorem prover using SL D-resolution 24. Though much work was and is still being invested into developing fast Prolog implementations the results are still unsatisfactory, wrt. running time and even more storage requirements. (The violation of a clear declarative programming style by Prolog's cut and dependency on rule ordering and clause ordering apparently results from those inefficiencies.) As relational database technology has matured over the past years, a strong interest is emerging recently to com bine logic programming and standard advanced database systems 19 , 30 . The background for this intended coupling is the close relationship between relational algebra 12, deductive databases 14 , and Horn clauses 24,5 . The fun damental result for this theoretical affinity is reported in 28,3, namely that operational proof-theoretic semantics (as represented by Prolog's SL D-resolution), model-theoretic semantics (smallest Herbrand model) and fixpoint seman tics (smallest fixpoint) coincide for Horn clause programs.
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While non-recursive rules map straightforwardly into rela tional algebra expressions 26, the power of recursive rules goes beyond its capabilities 2,1 0 due to the unability to express the fixpoint operator. The alternative to the interpretative approach is the com piled approach 14 , which aims to bridge the gap between logic programming and relational databases. Hereby the accesses to the extensional database are to be done by set oriented relational algebra operations, instead of Prolog's tuple-wise interaction with the database. Within the com piled approach itself one can distinguish between two methods. The first is embodied by the work of -e.g.-9 , 1 7 , or the top-down capture rule approach of 27. The second method (called iteration on results in 13 ) tries to exploit the fixpoint semantics directly by designing effi cient algorithms for computing a fixpoint iteratively; see, e. g. , the bottom-up capture rules of 2 7. It is essential to see that in either method of the compiled approach all sophisticated database optimization techniques developed over the past decade 18 are fully applicable.
The main topic of this paper is to design and study effi cient evaluation algorithms for recursive rules from the point of view of the natural fixpoint semantics. This prob lem is solved by defining a class of Ll.-iteration algorithms ( 4 ; 20 ,25 contain first applications). They can be integrated in both methods of the compiled approach mentioned above as well. In section 2 several iteration paradigms are identified that in principle allow us to tailor the forward chaining/breadth-first approach according to the applica tion requirements in the sense of best/easiest-first deduc tion strategies. This is an essential feature in any deduc tion system, if the fixpoint is infinite or very large such that the user wants to see only a particularly interesting or easily computable part of it. Se ction 3 introduces several Ll.-iteration schemes and provides the basic result that the database approach to deduction can efficiently incorporate concepts like best/easiest-first computation. For the transi tive closure problem it is revealed that the well-known Kleene/Warshall algorithm 29 is a special variant of the more widely applicable Ll.-iteration. In section 4 we show how simple it is to implement and optimize Ll.-algorithms and we provide performance measurements that show their effectiveness. Se ction 5 points out an interesting correla tion between control requirements for parallel deductions and standard concurrency control and transaction manage ment in vanilla database systems. Finally, section 6 sum marizes our results and provides a proposal how to effi-ciently integrate a transItIve closure operator in databases. Then databases will be more suitably equipped to effi ciently solve such important practical problems as, e.g., the bill of materials explosion.
Relaxation of Systolic Control
Let us study the fixpoint approach more closely by the familiar ancestor predicate:
Ancestor(x, y)
Ancestor(x, y )
Paren t(x, y)
The A-operation of Horn clauses in combination with identical variables (here z) corresponds to the join opera tion of relational algebra (here with Jom predicate Ancestor. y = Parent .x) followed by a projection (here to x, y). The fixpoint semantics of Horn clauses is the smallest fixpoint Y of a monotonic (and even continuous) mapping Fp that may be associated uniquely with a set P of Horn clauses. In our example Fp is defined as the relational algebra equation Fp (Ancestor) = Ancestor • Parent + Parent, where • denotes the mentioned join-projection expression.
Our goal is to investigate very efficient techniques to com pute the smallest fixpoint Y of a continuous function F. Y may in principle be approached from below by a sequence of sets (St)t<:: 0' where � := 0 and St := F(St_l) for t<:: 1. Since F is monotonic, it is true that S, !;;; S'+l. This also shows that the computation of St+l by evaluating the expression F(S,) is highly redundant: it recomputes all the St again. In preparation of our main results in section 3 we intro duce some terminology concerning different types of itera tion schemes. The iteration scheme begin S := 0; while F(S) -:F-S do S := F(S) end delivers the fixpoint Y, if it is finite; otherwise it is exhausting Y. We call this type of iteration systolic, because there is a very strict discipline in enlarging St to the next version St+l' corresponding to breadth-first for ward chaining. But there are many situations where this strict control is not optimal or even not feasible. For tunately a rather general "As-You-Please" -theorem proved in 15,16 allows us almost any other type of iteration as long as it is fair. Therefore some useful non-systolic types of iteration shall be considered and their correctness proved here without using the general theorem to make the paper self-con tained. Let us call an iteration sloppy, if not all, what should have been computed during the actual iteration step, has in fact been generated, i.e., if St+1CF(St). (A C B denotes A !;;; B and A -:F-B. Also, for systolic iteration we use bold S,'s, whereas for other iteration types we use normal S,'s.) But sloppiness should not go this far as to lose tuples gen erated in previous steps, i.e., we require 5t !;;; St+l for all t. The consideration of sloppiness may be worthwhile for several reasons; e.g., to make the iteration process fault tolerant or to be able to apply an best/easiest-first strategy.
(Of course one has to worry whether those tuples that have 121 been neglected are recaptured automatically or what to do about them.) Sloppy iteration consists in partial evaluation of F(5t); closely related is the concept of partitioned evaluation of F(St), corresponding to deliberated and con trolled sloppiness. Let us define pushy iteration as the opposite of sloppy iteration. Thereby a sin gle iteration step computes more than prescribed by systolic iteration, i.e., F(S,) C 5t+1• But of course we require that 5'+1 is still contained within the fixpoint Y; i.e., no wrong extraneous tuples are computed, but some tuples are delivered earlier than with systolic iteration and this may have a snow ball effect. To sum marize: The most important application of pushy iteration is transient iteration, where some of the newly generated tuples are fed back into S, and lead then to the production of even more tuples. Algorithms and examples for all these iteration types shall be given in the next section. This classification of iteration types depends on the rela tionship between St+l and F(S,). An orthogonal classifica tion distinguishes according to how St+l is computed from St. So far we only have considered bulk iteration, where -e. g.-for systolic iteration 5'+1 is computed from 5, by applying the operator F to 5t• This has the disadvantage that F(5t_1) is de facto evaluated again when elaborating F(5,), because 5'_1 is part of 5t and F is monotonic. Therefore it is worthwhile to consider differential iteration schemes where 5'+1 gets computed from 5t and I1t := 5t \ S'_l. Such iteration schemes shall be called A iteration schemes. The bulk iteration shall be used mostly as a yardstick to prove correctness and speed of the more efficient l1-iteration schemes. Another feature of bulk iteration is that both sloppy and pushy iteration are correct:
Proposition 2.2: (a) Every sloppy iteration sequence converges to the fixpoint (although at a slower pace in general).
(b) Every pushy iteration sequence converges to the fixpoint (normally at a faster rate).
Proof: see 31.
Delta-Iteration
To avoid the inefficiency of redundant computation i nherent to bulk syst olic iteration it is highly desirable to find an algorithm that computes F(St) by emphasizing those element s that were newly generated by the most recent iteration step; such elements are commonly called deltas (l1s). In the sequel we are going to describe two variants of this l1-iteration method. Both of them use two sequences of sets 5 = (S , ) ,g and !:l = (!:l') ' � 1 to approxi mate the fixpoint Y.
!:It-iteration
Here we perform the computation of Sand !:l according to the following discrete timing:
, t � 1
Now we state, how the mentioned algorithm can be defined in a "clever" way for the !:ll-iteration (a justifica tion will be supplied later).
This yields the following iteration scheme to compute the fixpoint F(S) = S:
Iteration scheme !:l1:
Initi alization: Itera tion:
and also t ... t+1:
S"l 0 Because of 5, = S, we also have F(S,) = F(St) = SM' (b) !:l1 = F(0 ) = � \ �. Let t�l, then:
Correctness and tenni nation of !:l1: The correctness is a direct consequence of invariant (a). Therefore is !:l1 a systolic iteration. Invariant (b) is the halting condition and means that the iteration has approached the smallest fixpoint and gets stationary , when !:l, -(/) occurs . For a finite fixpoint this must happen after finitely many steps.
Efficient computation of 01:
(For the following discussion we omit the iteration index t for clarity.)
From the invariants it follows that 0 1 (S, !:l) = F(S+!:l) \ F(S) = F(S + !:l) \ (S +!:l) holds. This property cannot be expected to hold for arbitrary S and !:l. However, the difference F(S+ !:l) \ F(S) may still be well-behaved, which is intuitively clear, because F(S+!:l) \ F(S) can approxi mately be described as the "derivative of F at S" (01( 5 , !:l) '" !:l. �� (5». Thus in many practical applica tions -concrete examples follow-one can hope to compute the difference F(S+!:l) \ F(S) much cheaper by introducing a proper auxiliary functio.n Aux1(S, !:l).
Def. 3.2:
Any function Aux1(S, !:l) such that 01(5, !:l) = Aux1(S , !:l) \ (S + !:l)
for 5 = S'_l and !:l = S, \ S'_l is called an auxiliary function (for !:l1). So Aux1 is by no means uniquely defined, and for sure we are interested to find the "cheapest" one according to the problem to be solved. In the worst case Auxl(S, !:l) = F(S+!:l) satisfies the above definition. Now we are prepared to present an efficient while-program, which implements our !:ll-iteration: !:l1: S:-(/); !:l := F(0); while!:l *-0 do begin aux := Aux1(S, !:l); S := S + !:l; !:l :aux \ Send
The operator + denotes the disjoint union. (St-l n !:l, -0 follows immediately from invariant (b».
!:l2-Iteration
The timing of the iteration steps is done for this method as follows:
Iteration scheme !:l2:
Invariants for !:l2:
Proof:
By induction assumption and F monotonic we can con
Correctness and termination arguments are analogous to the !:ll-method.
DeE. 3.4:
Any function Aux2(S,
such that 02(5, !:l) = Aux2(5, !:l) \ 5 for 5 -S, and !:l = S, \ S'_l is called an auxiliary function (for !:l2).
Again, Aux2 is by no means uniquely defined, and our task will be to find the "cheapest" one according to the problem to be solved. The equivalent while-program, which efficiently implements the 62-iteration looks as fol lows: 62: S:= 6 := F(0); while 6 "* 0 do begin aux := Aux2(S, 6); 6 :� aux \ S; S := S + 6 end 3.3. Correlation between 61 and 62
Proposition 5.S:
Proof: The invariants for 61 and 62 have shown that 8t and 61 are identical for 61 and 62 by showing that 8t is identical to SI produced by bulk systolic iteration. This observation suffices to prove this proposition. 
Thus Auxl(S, 6) � 60A is a good choice. Iteration: S:= 0; 6 := F(0) = {i}; while 6 "* 0 do begin aux := 6 oA; 8 ;= 8 + 6; 6 := aux 1 8 end Since aux contains strings that are longer by 1 than those in S, aux \ S = aux holds. This allows us to make another optimization here:
Transitive closure We consider a binary relation R(s, e) containing the edges (s stands for start vertex, e for end vertex) of a directed graph. The operation • gets defined as a special join operation on two binary relations, say, A(as, ae) and B( bs, be) as: This fixpoint equation essentially corresponds to the previ ous from example 1. Therefore for the A1-iteration our choice is Aux1(S, 6) = 6 • R. From prop. 3.5 we kno w that for the 62-iteration Aux2 can be chosen as Aux2(S, 6) = 6 • R too. (806 + 608 + 6 • 6) 1 (S + 6) Thus we choose Aux l (S, 6) = S.A + 6.S + 6.6.
62-iteration:
As can be derived easily from prop. 3.5, it holds that 62(S, 6) = 61(S \ 6, 6). Therefore
Our choice for Aux2 will be then Aux2(S, A) = S.6 + 6.S. Note: Aux2 appears to be simpler here than Auxl, con tradicting consequ. 3.6. But this is a deception, because with a closer look one recognizes that the term 6.6 is present twice, i.e., once more than for Auxl.
Interdependen ce of sloppy iteration and 6-iteration
Now we want to show by an example that sloppy execution of one single iteration step during 6-iteration may ruin the whole iteration. This stands in marked contrast to the general bulk iteration, which reaches the fixpoint in spite of many sloppy iteration steps (recall sect. 2).
Proposition 5.7: Sloppy execution of 6-iteration is incorrect.
We show this by our example 1 with F(S) = S °A + {I} for A = to, 1}, i.e., strings in to, n· that start with 1. Because of AM = 6t ° A and 61 = {l} we have 6 t = {w; I w I = t and w starts with 1}. We know that Sn -') 6t = l�:;; n {w; I w I :;; n and w starts with n. Take an arbitrary sloppy sequence. Then there is some n�O such that we have applied the 6-iteration correctly up to the n-th step (i.e., 8n = Sn), however for the (n+l)-th step we sloppily compute 6n+1• Then in 8n+1 there are some strings of length n+l missing. As for An+2' 6n+3, ••• only strings of length � n+2 will be generated this loss can never be made up by the 6-iteration. 0
This proposition means that it would be fallacious that also for a sloppy iteration 6 = 0 is sufficient for correct termi nation. But it should not be read as: control for 6iteration may not be relaxed or strict systolic control must always be enforced. The proposltlon only says that losses during one iteration step must be taken into account dur ing one of the following iteration steps by a suitable repair measure, e.g., in the way described now: Let I1t be parti tioned into two parts, I1t:= I1f + 11[. (n and r mean "nice" and "rest", resp.) For 111 it then holds: F(St_l) = St_l + I1t = S t _ l +' I1r + ' 11 [. It also holds:
This equation can be interpreted as follows:
( 1) Partition I1t into 11� and 11[ such that I1f receives the best/easiest portion and 11[ the rest.
(
/but don't forget the rest / The above equation • now just proves that with St = St_l + I1t and I1t+ l = cS1(St_l' 11r) + cS1(S t_l + I1r, 11[) this proceeding is correct. Moreover, (2) and (3) could be executed by some sort of pipelining mechanism. Recogniz ing that the above partitioning into "nice" and "rest" describes an easiest/best-first strategy, we can state:
Proposition !l.B: Sl oppy l1-iteration in combination with best/easiest-first strategies is correctly feasible.
Partitioned 112-iteration
For convenience we restrict ourselves to 112-iteration. It can be advisable to decompose the work of the operator Aux2 into different parts, e.g., to exploit parallelism or to use an easiest-or best-first strategy or to take advantage of some inherent partitions of S. Therefore we assume that Aux2 can be partitioned into n monotonic operators Aux2.
(1 � k �. n), such that (2) Next we consider quadratic iteration with F(S ) = S. S + R. Here Aux2 can be chosen as Aux2(S , 11) = I1*S + S * I1.
Define k 11 : = as•k (11), i. e., • 11 contains all the edges of 11 starting in k. S' and 'S are defined analogously. Using these two partltions of S and 11 we can define interesting application of partitioned iteration is transient partitioned iteration, which shall be discussed now.
Transient partitioned 112-iteration
Let Aux21' ... , Aux2n be a partition of the operator Aux2 into monotonic components. When Aux21 has finished its job, in general it has produced some new tuples that can be taken into account by component Aux2 2 , which in rum can feed its results into the parameters of Aux2� and so on. Formally this transient partitioned iteration scheme gets defined as follows , assuming that the equation Aux2(S , 11) \ S = F(S ) \ S not only holds for S = St and 11 = St I St-l as required in def. 3.4, but also is valid for all S and 11 such that 11 C S and F(S \ 11) C S . This is true, e. g. , for the two functions Aux2 from the previous section.
Del. !l.9: 
Remarks:
(1) The n operators Aux2TJc may be parallelized to some extent. They c an start their work simultaneously, only their finishing of their jobs must be sequentialized to make sure that Aux2T. can take into account what Aux2T k_1 has produced.
(2) The formal speeding up of the iteration t::. 2T as com pared with t::. 2 may be paid for by more duplicates because of bigger t::. s. Therefore it still remains to be shown that the transient method is useful.
We are now ready to transform t::. 2T into an (un optimized) equivalent while-program. We return to the quadratic equation F(S) = S.S + R for the transitive closure and want to compute it by the above program t::. 2T. We make the assumption (to b e justified below) that one single execution of the body of the while loop is sufficient , i.e., yields already the fixpoint. Then because of the initialization S := t::. := F(f/J) = R we see that t::. = S holds during the for-loop. Then t::. and Aux2T and then aux are no longer needed. From the introductory motivation for the partitioned t::. -iteration we know This is WARS HALLS 's algorithm 29 in the notation of relational algebra! It is not hard to prove that Warshall's algorithm delivers the transitive closure within one loop for k from 1 to n. Si nce W can be transformed back into t::. 2T, also t::. 2T may stop after finishing the first for-loop, satisfying our assumption. Thus we have: 
Rem."rks:
(1) This same result can also be found starting out with l1 1 -iteration.
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(2) Because this algorithm comes through with a single iteration step, the t::. s are no longer visible. Nevertheless Warshall's algorithm is a genuine descendant of the fam ily of t::. -procedures as the following situation shows: Assume that the transitive closure has been computed and the base relation is enlarged by new facts coming in (a typical situation for the applications we have in mind). Then the transitive closure of the enlarged relation is com puted by one further iteration step of a suitable transient t::. -iteration.
Implementation and Perlormance Results
Our experimental logic programming system that is currently under' development has the gross architecture of fig. 4 .1. For reasons of fast prototyping -and others-we decided to augment conventional LISP with the power of relational algebra. Basically R-LISP consists of a fast implementa tion of the relational algebra on a INTERLISP system (currently on a SIEMENS 7536/BS2000). Of course, a connection from R-LISP to a standard database system with a relational algebra interface can be established at will. The t::. -algorithms become part of the rule optimizer. It should be clear that the generation of the while programs can be fully mechanized: the fixpoint equation F can be generated automatically from the Horn clauses, the auxiliary functions can be gained by symboli c evaluation according to the distributive laws for relational algebra. R-LIS P contains also the so-called l1'-operators in an optimized form as described now. Taking a look at the while-programs for t::. l, t::. 2 and t::. 2T one can recognize that the following sequence of set operations must be evaluated repeatedly : Thus we are faced with the problem how to efficiently implement such a series of union and difference opera tions. For M, ll2 the costly operation is \, which is O(N2), if implemented carelessly. However, if a fast access path on S was available, then the cost for one \ would be reduced to O(NlogN) for a balanced tree index or even O(N) for a hash index with a luckily chosen hash func tion. The point now is that even in the absence of such a suitable access path it certainly will pay to create one on the-fly, when we start the iteration. This consideration leads us to the following efficient ll'-operators.
Constituents of the lll'-operator:
lll'-init: « S :;, 0; initialize access path I s on S » Al'-iterate: begin aux := Auxl(S, ll) ; S := S .j."ll;
A := aux \\ S end
The operator .j." inserts ll-elements via Is into S (no dupli cate test must be done); Is is updated accordingly. The operator \\ is an efficient difference, using Is for a fast membership test in S.
Constituents of the .ll 2'-operator:
.ll Z'-init: «S:=.ll := F(0); create access path Is on S » ll2'-iterate: begin aux := Aux2(S, ll); S := S +-aux; .
II :aux end
The operator +-checks via Is, whether an aux-element x is in S (duplicate test); if not, x is inserted and I s is updated accordingly, otherwise x gets removed from aux. In this way we directly insert those aux-e1ements into S immediately, which would have been posted there exactly one round later in the un-optimized llZ-scheme. This saves one traversal of Is.
To design an efficient ll2T'-operator we need some addi tional considerations. First, we transform the ll2T -while program by pushing the \ into the inner for-loop as fol lows: II := II + (aux \ ll);
Aux2T := Aux2T + (aux \ S) end;
Observing that the insertion of elements from aux, which lie in S \ ll, into II makes no sense, we arrive at the fol lowing efficient ll2T'-operator :
Constituents of the .ll 2T'-operator: To shown that the additional complexity of the transient methods -as far as the description is concerned-does not lead to increased use of time or space, we study the Warshall algorithm more closely. Obviously it is a bad idea to implement it straightforwardly by n separate selection and join operations, particularly if the selections are per formed by exhaustive relation scans. Having disclosed Warshall's algorithm as a transient ll-iteration the follow ing optimization is clear now: Basically there are two ways to accelerate the selection operation:
(I) Produce 2 identical versions of the base relation R(s, e) and sort one W.Lt. to the first and one w.r.t. the second component. Then maintaining two pointers on each ver sion will suffice to efficiently handle the selections. Inser tions of newly produced tuples are done in an order preserving way. Thus only one simultaneous scan over both transient versions of R is required.
(2) Create two access paths on s and e, resp. Selections are done efficiently via them, the same holds for insertion of new tuples. We chose this second approach and used hash ing. We came up with this choice, because no deletions are to be performed (F is monotonic). -Another speedup can be gained as follows: Instead of partitioning R into n parts, where n is the number of nodes of the underlying graph G, it is sufficient to restrict the iteration to ni steps, where ni is the number of inner nodes of G; i.e., nodes that have an incoming and outgo ing edge.
Benchmark tests
All ll-iteration schemes and the Warshall algorithm were implemented on top of R-LISP. We'll provide now the performance results for the transitive closure problem, both for the linear fixpoint equation F(S) -S.R + R (I) and for the quadratic F(S) = S.S + R (q) . We present results for the 6 algorithms listed in 
Interpretation of performance results:
There are several interesting observations to state: (a) The primitive methods bear their name right. There are huge gains by the A-methods.
(b) The pure greedy way to compute the transitive closure by Quadratic iteration is bad, even with lls; the reason is the production of too many duplicates. Consequently, whenever there are several possibilities of specifying an algorithm with Horn clause one should select that with the smallest lls expected. So, depending on the performance of a particular relational algebra interface and on the structure of the input data, L-�2 (or L-�l) or FW is the candidate of choice for implementing a transi tive closure operator. However, implementing both of them and keeping them in a method library of alternative algorithms makes sense . An intelligent facility for selecting a good algorithm as described in 23 could make the right choice automatically , if supplied with the proper knowledge .
Practicall y Feasible Relaxation of Systolic Control
This section is concerned with the question, how to syn chronize mutually recursive rules systems, if non-systolic �-iteration is to be used . Let us study the simplest mutu ally recursive system S1 = F1 ( Sl, S2) S2 = F2(S1, S2).
easily be figured out: reduce the idle times as much as it is correctly permissible. In principal, there are two strategies to achieve this: (a) As soon as the fastest Aux-process terminates, inter rupt all other processes, do the �+-processing and start over with a new iteration round . Obviously, this is a sloppy iteration, which we have shown to be incorrect in combination with �s, unless special counter measures are taken. So we quit this possibility here and study the alter native.
(b) The time until the slowest Aux-process terminates is utilized by (otherwise idle) Aux-processes in doing some extra -i.e. pushy-work; e.g. Auxl might grasp what Aux2 has generated up to this point. We know already that this strategy is correctly feasible also in the presence of �s; however, we still have to point out efficient ways to synchronize the different processes when accessing the shared data objects S1, S2, Dl. and D2 (in the above example) . One could think of synchronization techniques like communicating sequential processes, use of object ver sions or times tamps and so on. The crucial point in these considerations is the question of practical feasibility and efficiency, though. This then carries us directly to our solution proposal for this difficult problem.
The database approa ch to parall el deduction :
The concurrency control problem for database systems was the subject of stormy research activities until recently and belongs to one of the best-understood topics in the data base area nowadays; see, e.g., 7, 6 . Thus, we would bene fit a lot, if we succeed in applying standard concurrency control methods to schedule our special parallel application . The most-widely implemented consistency criterion for parallel transactions is serializability (also called degree-3 consistency) . Though scheduling parallel transactions this way is known not to produce the theoretically maximum amount of parallelism in any case, it certainly integrates database technology and logic programming in an impor tant and effective way as the following proposition shows. S1,_, r;] �ux1(S1,S2,D1,D2) J idle It'(Sl,Dl, AUX1) I idle -S2'_1 ID2,I I AUX2(S 1,S2,D1 ,D2) I 1�·(S2,D2,AUX2) I � start of round t+ 1 start of round t+2 � Fig. 5 .1: Systolic control and �-iteration. Strict systolic control governs the iteration process as sketched in fig. 5 .1. Observe that actually there are two synchronization points, the first after the slowest Aux computation terminates and the second after the slowest �+-computation terminates. A relaxation of such a strict systolic control can serve two purposes, namely to pursue some goal-directed iteration (this will not be our issue here) or to increase the throughput produced by systolic control. From the above diagram the plan to reach this can 127 Proposition 5.2: Enforcing serializability for parallel � iteration guarantees a pushy iteration.
Proof:
The parallel execution of a set {T" T2 , • • • ,T n} of transactions is serializable, if { T, , T2 , • • • ,T n} produces the same effect as some serial execution {Tp(1) , Tp (2) , ••• ,T p1n)}' where p is a permutation of {I, ... , n}. For our fixpoint computation by �-iteration the role of a transaction T, is taken over by the il-iteration process for the i-th rule of the rule system . Serializability now means that Tp (,) takes into account all that has been generated by Tp Ci-1) and so on. The bottom line of such a sche dule is that Tp (l) produces the same as for strict sys tolic serial execution schedule, whereas all others might produce somewh at more than prescribed by systolic itera tion; i.e., we get a pushy iteration , which we have shown to be correct . 0
In practice, several competing lock protocols are available to implement the desired fonn of concurrency control . For the above sample system, read locks on S1, S2, D1, D2 (or pi eces of them) would be required by the two Aux processes and write locks on S 1, D 1 and S 2, D2 by the respective il'-processes . With the proper choice of the lock granularity one can govern the amount of wanted p otential parallelism .
While the performance imp acts of those methods have been investigated for general-purpose tran saction schemes (see, e.g. , 2 1 ), there might be novel t ech niques for this type of application here, m ainly because fixpoint iteration does not necess arily require the restrictive consistency criterion of serializability . Besides this, the col lection of p arallel iteration processes resembles very closely the notion of long, nested transactions; see, e.g. , 8 .
Therefore there will be a ben efit from the various develop ment efforts in this particular database area for the imp le mentation of parallel deduction , for sure , and possibly vice versa.
Conclusions
We tackled the deduction problem from a database view : fixpoint iteration by forward chaini ng from the base rela tions , using monotonic rel ational al gebra operators , is an alternative to other deduction or refutation methods as , e.g., the SLD-resolution mechanism of Prolog. The fol lowing iteration p aradigms were identified : systolic , pushy, sloppy, iterations, the latter with respect to best-first or easiest-fi rst strategies. Performance reasons dictate to use il-iteration methods instead of bulk iteration . In detail, il1-and il2-iteration were defined; ill was shown to be mostly superior to il2. As a sort of drawb ack for il iteration schemes we proved that a sloppy execution for them is incorrect . On the other hand il-iteration schemes allow a controlled sloppy c alcul ation w.r.t. to some best/easi est-first strategy . The method of t ransient p arti tioned iteration was introduced , concretely for il2, and show n t o yi eld a correct pushy iteration . As a discov ery of some theoretical interest Warshall ' s algorithm for transitive closure was disclosed as a transient parti tioned il2-iteration with a quadratic fixpoint equation. All iteration schem es were implemented usi ng efficien t il+-operators and perfor mance tests were conducted with the following ou tcome:
Fast Warshall and il2-iteration for the linear fixpoint equation turned out to be candidates to implement a tran sitive closure operator in database systems . From the dis cus sion on an efficient impl ementation it became cl ear that this tran sitive closure operator can conceptually be vi sual ized as one transien t self-join . (For other proposals see, e.g. , l ).
In summ ary, because of its general applicability il iteration is an excellent optimization techniqu e to evaluate recursive rules in Horn clause form . As a rule of thum b, the rul es should be design ed such that the corresponding fixpoint equations produce small ils. We also exemplified the application of il-iteration to parallel d eduction. Hereby, as a further cornerstone of integrating database technology and logic programming we suggest a promising database approach to p arallel deduction: synchronization enforcement by standard database concurrency control .
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